Circumstances of Our Loss

1. A Flower Picked Too Soon: Panel Discussion on the Death of a Child Under 10 ~ Brian & Maria A. Medina *
2. Beyond Losing a Loved One to a Substance Related Cause ~ Barbara Allen
3. Communication After Stigmatized Losses ~ Sally O. Hastings
4. Death by An Impaired Driver - A Panel ~ Kay & Fred Cooke
5. Death from The Disease of Addiction - A Panel ~ Nancy Juracka
6. Death of the Troubled Child ~ Louise Strasenburgh *
7. Panel for Bereaved Parents with No Surviving Children - Finding a Purpose for Living after All Our Children Have Died ~ Ann Lindner *
8. Grief Following a Long Term Illness ~ Debbie Gassen
9. Grieving a Stigmatized Loss: How Parents and Siblings Heal - A Panel ~ Sara Tagget
10. Grieving Through Interaction with Police, Attorneys, and the Courts ~ Chuck Collins
11. The Journey after Losing a Child Due to Medical Error ~ Amy Vilela *
12. Living with Uncertainty Surrounding the Death of a Child ~ Christine Williams *
13. Loss of a Child Due to Miscarriage or Stillbirth ~ Kelly Kittel & Ann Walsh
14. Loss to Drowning, Panel ~ Mark & Debbie Rambis *
15. Loss to Homicide: Surviving the Complicated Aftermath ~ Kathleen Willoughby *
17. Rising Above Suicide ~ Dr. Doug & BJ Jensen *
18. Sudden Death of a Child ~ Denise Dean & Eugene Caligari
19. Sudden Death-Vehicular: A Panel ~ Steve Schmeisser

For Men

20. For Men Only – A Men's Panel Frankly Discussing Surviving Grief as A Man ~ Jim Darby
21. For Men Only – Women Explaining Women to Men ~ Bobbi Milne, Ann Walsh & Trish Stoskus

For Women

22. For Women Only – Helping Women to Understand the Grief of Men ~ Jim Darby & R. Glenn Kelly

For Grandparents

23. A Grandparent's Grief ~ Therese Starkey

Healing

24. The 4 Keys To Optimal Health ~ Patty Durell *
25. 20 Lessons from the Very Edge (That I Probably Wouldn't Have Learned Any Other Way) ~ Vicki Scalzitti
26. After-Death Communications ~ Bill Guggenheim
27. “As We Continue to Thaw” - How We Cope With the Changes of “Freezing and Thawing” Throughout Our Grief Journey - A Panel ~ Lora & Dave Krum *
28. Finding Hope After Loss ~ Gloria & Heidi Horsley
29. The Gifts of Grief ~ Donna Goodrich
30. Grief 101 ~ Gloria & Heidi Horsley
31. Healing Improv, Comedy Improv Grief Workshop ~ Bart Sumner
32. The Healing Power of Creating a Memorial Fund ~ Tim Meadows
33. Intimacy and Grief - Dr. Bob Baugher
34. Paying Tribute to Our Children ~ Rod Mebane *
35. The Power of Vulnerability, Who Am I as a Griever? ~ Mitch Carmody
36. "Sense"-ible Ideas for a Healing Environment ~ Joan Campbell *
37. Standing on One Foot - Learning to Refind Balance in Life ~ Dr. Neal Raisman *
38. Starting Now: Five Best Practices for Healing and Hope ~ Linda Lister, Ph.D. *
39. Thriving After the Death of a Child ~ Cathy Cheshire
40. Transforming Tragedy into Legacy ~ Gareth Williams *
41. What's Love Got to do with it? EVERYTHING! ~ Nisha R. Zenoff, Ph. D. *

Grief Related to Family & Friends

42. Grief in Perspective: A Panel of Siblings and Parents ~ Lisa Miller Nalbantov & Blake Tagget
43. Parents Perspective of Surviving Children - What about Me? ~ Michele Muro & Varda Wendroff
44. Sibling Panel for Parents ~ Keith Singer
45. Step-Parents and Grief: It's Complicated ~ Barbara & Roy Davies
46. In-Laws: Sharing the Love ~ Gloria Horsley

Early Grief

47. Bears, Quilts and Projects in Memory of Our Children ~ Gail Lafferty & Kathy Rambo
48. Beginners Guide to Creating a Digital Memory Archive of Your Child ~ Clayton E. Samels
49. Blogging with Purpose ~ Alexis Marie Chute & Aaron Chute
50. Breathing Lessons ~ CoralseaRuff, RN, Ph.D.
52. Sounding Your Way Home: Finding Your Voice after Loss ~ Prof. Jeralyn Glass *
53. Fitness & Grief - Taking Care of Yourself Mentally and Physically Is the Key! ~ Steve Parker *
54. Get the Grief Moving Exercise Class ~ Pamela Samuel Hagens
55. Laugh Your Way to Joy: Learning to Laugh after Loss ~ Linda Shively
56. Meditation ~ Ann Lindner *
57. Music and Other Proven Grief Relievers ~ Dr. Doug & BJ Jensen *
58. Soul Soothing Sounds ~ Prof. Jeralyn Glass *
59. Unstructured, but Organized Running Club ~ Pamela Samuel Hagens
60. Writing: A Workshop to Reveal and Heal for the Long-Term Griever ~ Joanne Buehler *
61. Writing and Publishing Your Book - A Panel ~ Chuck Collins

Other Topics Related to Grief
62. A Panel Presented by TCF Diversity Commission: Understanding Diversity and Grief - Diversity, Grief, Understanding, Respecting and Inclusion ~ Nivia Vázquez & Dr. Mercedes Marqués
63. A Workshop on Worry ~ Dr. Bob Baugher
64. Anger ~ Dr. Bob Baugher
65. Are There Twinkies in Heaven? Talking with Children and Teens About Death ~ Allie Sims Franklin
66. Broken Heart, Broken Spirit, Resilient Soul ~ Dr. Mark Keep
67. Coping With the Loss of a Child ~ Melanie Warner *
68. Daughterless Mothers: Coping with Grief - A Panel ~ Coralease Ruff, RN, Ph.D.
69. Finding Grace in Our Sorrow ~ David & Elaine Howlett *
70. From Traumatic Grief to Spiritual Awakening ~ Sara Ruble & Shari O’Loughlin
71. Got Ink? ~ Katelyn Stoskus & Dylan Stoskus
72. Grief Doesn’t Stop When Work Starts ~ Stephanie J. Champion *
73. Grief PTSD is REAL! ~ Cathie Gray *
74. Guilt: Coping with “If-onlys” and “I Should Haves” ~ Dr. Bob Baugher
75. Had It All; Lost It: Rebuilding ~ Lynn Dickerson *
76. Healing When Faith is Not an Option ~ Peggi Johnson
77. How to Deal with Grief Bullies & Others Who Want Us to Stop Grieving ~ Dennis Apple
78. I Am My Child’s Memory Keeper ~ Denise Kruzel *
79. I Need You to Know: Coping and Communicating with Others after a Death ~ Vicki Scalzitti
80. Moving Forward with Love, Laughter, and “Power Grieving” ~ Bart Sumner
81. Nuestros Hijos e Hijas por Siempre en Nuestros Corazones ~ Nivia Vázquez & Dr. Mercedes Marqués
82. Pregnancy and Infant Loss Resource Network ~ Margaret Pilon & Gary Vogel *
83. The Sole/Soul Journey in Grief ~ Sara Ruble
84. Struggling to Reclaim My Faith ~ Dennis Apple
85. Sunday Morning Chapel Service ~ Dr. Doug Jensen
86. “Why Did You Say That?” - Understanding the Reasons Others Say Inappropriate and Unkind Things to Bereaved Parents and What We Can Do About It ~ Candace Hulse

Siblings 9-12
87. Loss of an Older Sibling at a Young Age ~ Katelyn Stoskus *

Teen Siblings & Adult Siblings
88. The Fault in Our Stars & Other YA Books: A Workshop for Teens ~ Kimmy Meyer *
89. Healing Through Connections ~ Sarah Hartranft & Jamie Herrera *
90. Issues and Tissues ~ Katelyn Stoskus & Dylan Stoskus
91. Let Yourself Shine ~ Jen Odegard & Jamey Walter
92. Parents Being Parents: Adult Panel for Siblings Only (Age 16 and Older) ~ Bobbi Milne

Siblings 18+
93. Adult Bereaved Siblings, What Do We Do With Our Parents? ~ Cynthia Tart Bowers
94. For Siblings Who Are Parents: The Fears of Losing a Child After Losing a Sibling ~ Andrea Keller *
95. Grief Journaling Workshop for Siblings ~ Kimmy Meyer *
96. How’s Your Mother? ~ Jordon Ferber
97. Two Different Paths of Sibling Loss ~ Bobbi Milne & Tracy Milne Edgemon *

Siblings All Ages
99. Blended families: Building & Maintaining relationships after loss ~ Kimmy Meyer *
100. From Survivor’s Guilt to a Striving Sibling ~ Ema Kamara *
101. Sibling Panel for Siblings ~ Keith Singer
102. Sibling Stories - A Chance to Remember, Celebrate and Share ~ Karen Soltero
103. Starting a Sibling Chapter ~ Keith Singer
104. Suddenly Alone ~ Jordon Ferber

Siblings 21+
98. Siblings Grieve Too (for Siblings Over 18 Years Old) ~ Heidi Horsley